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“hold”

“rub”

“squeeze”

“tilt”

“turn”

“flip”

“shake”

“hit”

“creak”
“squeak”
“errk”

“frog croak”
“hen cackle”
“rumble”
“rattle”

“drip drip”

now 
please 
record

a 
sound or 

two for us...

Now you’ve been introduced to some of the possibilities of these noisemakers, 

have a play and see what other kinds of sounds you can make. How would you 

describe each sound and its action? 

Please feel free to share this zine!
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A HIDDEN HISTORY OF 
ANDSOUND ACTION

Sound was designed and performed even before the electronic age. sound 

effects were an important part of Theatre performances, and 

everyday sounds like wind, rain and thunder were made from simple 

mechanisms and materials like wood and metal. This craft has its origins 

in Ancient Greece, and evolved slowly until its golden age in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century.  

Recording technology made hand operated sound effects less and less popular 

in the twentieth century, but they found a new home in early radio and 

cinema, and still inspire sound design and Foley for many kinds of 

entertainment media today.

The practitioners of the craft built up a lot of knowledge about the 

technique of making sound with the right materials and actions, and 

some of this survives in their writings and diagrams. This zine will introduce 

you to a few of these principles through making some simple noisemakers. 

3: RAINTIN
1. Fill a tin can with your choice of materials, 

and some dried peas and beans to create the 

sound.  

2. Seal the full can by taping on a cardboard lid. 

3. Play it to make a rain sound! 

Space: If there is not much material inside the tin, the peas/beans will move 

around and hit the metal much faster. 

dried peas/beans: Different sizes will make each impact different to the 

last, making the overall rain sound more complex and natural. 

materials: Putting cardboard or aluminium foil into the tin will give the dried 

peas/beans something else to hit besides the tin. This will also slow them down. 

Take the time to try out some different options and see what you like best. 

When you practice with the raintin, take note of the actions you use to 

make the sound. 

The raintin makes sound by setting up many different 
impact sounds, just like a rattle. The materials you 

choose to put inside will affect what that sound is. Think 

about: 



2: CREAKER (OR CUICA*)
1. Pierce a hole in the base of a tin can large enough 

for the bamboo stick or chopstick. 

2. Poke the stick through from the open end of 

the tin, leaving just a small part of it sticking out 

from the base. 

3. Now apply some hot glue to the base where thetin and stick join, and leave it 

to dry. 

To play the creaker, wet a piece of cloth and rub 

it up and down the stick. You will be able to make 

a loud creaking sound, and with a bit of practice 
you will be able to make different kinds of creaks 

and squeaks. The practice will help you build up 

some playing technique.  

* this design is also called a ‘cuica’ in Brazil and is used to play music.

... so that we can remember what we did and repeat it if needed. 

[ By the way, does the creaker give you a new idea of how to approach making sound 

with the thunder tube? ]

This raises some interesting questions then about how we describe: 

The action you are performing is simple, but you can make many different 
sounds from it. This design was used in early cinema to make creaking, croaking 

and squeaking noises,  including the sounds of animals (frogs, birds etc). 

the sound “creak”
“squeak”
“errk”

“frog croak”

the action

“hold”

“rub”

“squeeze”

“tilt”

THE SCIENCE(PHYSICS) OF

sound de
sign

Sound is vibration, so when we hear a sound it means that something is 

moving.*  To create sound then, all we really have to do is make something 

move. 
a material 

(or two)

that we can  set in 

motion

with an action,

creating

or

this should be joined to 

a travelling wave 

(vibration) within the 

material

[like an impact (hit) 

or friction (rub) ]

an interaction
between two or 

more materials

a resonator: something light that can 

move (vibrate) freely to make the sound 

of the interaction or travelling wave louder 

and longer.

* this includes headphones and loudspeakers - when we liisten to recorded sound, they 

move to send the audio through the air to our ears as vibration.

WITH MATERIALS

We need: 



Materials
- at least two empty tin cans

- a Pringles crisps cardboard tube (replace this with a tin can if you  

  don’t have one)

The tin cans and cardboard tube will be resonators. Generally when it 

comes to sound, the larger your resonator is the better, but you can 

get some suprisingly loud results with small cans so do experiment with 

different sizes and shapes. 

also: 

- a long, flexible spring

- a bamboo stick or chopstick

- some dried peas and beans, enough to make a rattle

- some cardboard

- some aluminium foiil 

1. Take the carboard tube (or tin can) and make a small 

hole in the centre of the base.

2. Stretch the spring out a little and twist the end 

of it into the hole to 

connect it to the tube. 

3. Now, hold the tube at the top and shake it. It 

will produce a quiet rattle. Not very impressive! 

3. Now apply some hot glue to the join and leave 

it to dry. 

4. When the glue is dry, try shaking the tube 

again. This time, you will hear a thunder-like rumble.

FOR THESE PROJECTS, YOU WILL NEED...

Tools
- a hot glue gun

- some duct tape

- something sharp to make a hole   

  through the base of the tins ( a small 

  scissors will do, and be careful!)

1: THUNDER TUBE

Although the coupling between the spring and tube is tight 

enough to make the right thunder sound, this can be dis-

rupted in a different way. Try playing the thunder tube with 

your hand closer to the spring end. It will sound quieter 

because your hand is absorbing some of the vibrations 

before they can  move through the resonator. 

this is known as 

COUPLING

What has changed? The glue has connected 
the spring to the tube so well that the 

vibrations of the moving spring (the 

source of the sound) can easily travel up 

through the cardboard tube (the resonator). 

this is known as 

DAMPING


